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Abstract

Acoustic emission signals from interrupted machining operations exhibit spikes at

workpiece entry and exit, which are particularly conspicuous in grinding. Although

their occurrence has been widely reported, these spikes are yet to be clarified in

terms of their origin or interpreted to yield useful process information. This paper

hence reports on the analyses of time-averaged and raw acoustic emission signals

from surface grinding, with reference to burr formation as well as dynamic and

thermal effects, in order to elucidate this intriguing phenomenon. The transient

spikes at the entry and exit are shown to be a consequence of the wheel establishing

and losing contact with the work over the actual contact length, in terms of heat

conduction and damping, which are reflected in characteristic frequency bands of the

AE signal. The research is demonstrated to have consequently yielded a simple, non-

destructive method for assessing the actual wheel-work contact length in grinding.

Key words: acoustic emission, burr formation, contact length, grinding burn,

process monitoring

1 Introduction1

In light of its superior sensitivity to the multitude of fine dynamic interactions2

between the wheel and the workpiece, acoustic emission (AE) has emerged3

as a valuable tool in a host of monitoring applications in grinding. Typical4

examples include in-process wheel mapping [1], and the sensing of wheel-work5

contact, wheel loading, chatter and thermal damage [2,3].6
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Grinding-induced AE comprises features pertaining to such phenomena as7

chip formation, friction, grit/bond fracture and thermo-mechanically activated8

phase transitions, and accordingly entails both continuous and burst type9

features. In many applications, it suffices to examine the signal in terms of10

time-averaged indices, while others necessitate frequency domain analyses of11

the raw AE signal, as the relevant information is embedded in the spectral12

components of the signal. In either case, due to the complex nature of grinding13

processes, the challenge in the effective and reliable application of AE lies in14

the identification and interpretation of signatures pertinent to the process15

responses that are of interest.16

An intriguing aspect of AE generated in interrupted machining operations is17

the manifestation of spikes at the workpiece entry and exit edges, which are18

particularly conspicuous in grinding. Fig. 1 depicts typical root mean square19

(RMS) representations of the AE signal, and the corresponding acceleration20

and force signals acquired in a direction normal to the generated surface,21

in a single pass of a surface grinding operation. Relative to the acceleration22

and force signals, the spikes at either ends of the AE signal can be seen to23

be markedly obvious and distinct. As will be shown later, depending on the24

workpiece edge geometry, the amplitude of the spikes that flank the continuous25

segment of the AE signal can in perspective be many times larger.26

The spikes have been reported in several publications related to cutting [4,5]27

and grinding [6,7], as well as wheel dressing [3]. In cutting, the spikes have been28

attributed [4] to the impact and material ploughing associated with cut entry,29

and to the rapid unloading and chip breaking at the cut exit, noting further30

that the trends are consistent with the variation in the principal stresses on the31

tool rake face. As for grinding, hypotheses such as the reflection of standing32

AE waves [3], incipient chip formation at the entry and elastic deformation33

of the wheel-work interface at the exit [6], and an increased gain at the edges34

associated with the acoustic response of the system [7] have been postulated35

towards explaining their incidence.36

Fig. 1. Qualitative comparison of the root mean square acoustic emission, acceler-

ation and normal force signals.
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In view of the tentative nature of the premises above and the lack of a de-37

tailed specific investigation to this end, the focus of the research reported in38

this paper was on inquiring into the origin of the AE spikes, with reference39

to entry and exit in a surface grinding process. The research emphasis was on40

comprehending the occurrence of spikes in fundamental terms, with a view to41

gaining possibly unique and useful process information that they may encap-42

sulate. What embarked as a curiosity-driven research is shown in this paper to43

have resulted in a simple, effective and novel method for assessing the actual44

wheel-work contact length, which is a parameter that is of much fundamental45

significance in grinding.46

2 Experimental47

Considering that the occurrence of the AE spikes corresponded to the work-48

piece entry and exit, the underlying mechanisms were hypothesized to have49

their origins in the following phenomena that pertain to workpiece edges:50

(i) burr formation, (ii) thermally-induced alterations to the workpiece mate-51

rial, and (iii) dynamic effects associated with the engagement and disengage-52

ment of the wheel with the workpiece.53

To the end of testing these hypotheses, experiments involved wet plunge54

surface grinding of hardened (55 HRC) high speed steel workpieces using a55

vitrified-bonded aluminum oxide wheel. A geometrical parameter that signif-56

icantly influences the three aforementioned phenomena is the wedge angle of57

the workpiece at entry and exit. This angle was hence varied over a range of58

45◦ to 175◦ to investigate its influence on the structure of the AE spikes, with59

a view to gaining an insight into the spike occurrence. The spikes were further60

examined with reference to the grinding direction and the wheel depth of cut.61

The baseline operating conditions involved up-grinding at a wheel speed vs62

of 20 m/s, a table feed vw of 10.2 m/min, a depth of cut ae of 10 µm, and a63

width of cut bw of 10 mm, unless noted otherwise.64

The AE signal was acquired using a broadband Kistler 8152B sensor with a65

fairly flat response in the frequency range of 50 kHz to 400 kHz. The sensor66

was magnetically clamped to the vice holding the workpiece, midway along67

its length in consideration of the moving AE source. AE emanating from the68

process was analyzed in both the time averaged RMS form and in terms of its69

frequency content. The RMS AE signal entailed an integration time constant70

of 1.2 ms and was digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The raw AE signal71

was band-pass filtered between 50 kHz and 1000 kHz, and recorded at a rate of72

2 MHz. The results of experiments that were designed and executed expressly73

to test the proposed hypotheses and resolve the effects are detailed in the74

following.75
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3 Results and discussion76

It is to be noted that due consideration of certain aspects of AE signal ac-77

quisition and processing is essential in order to realize the spikes in the RMS78

domain. Firstly, the time constant used in the calculation of the RMS signal79

need be small relative to the duration of the spike, but for which the spikes will80

fail to materialize due to the averaging effect of RMS calculations. The time81

constant of 1.2 ms used in the present work is well over an order of magnitude82

lower than the typical durations over which the spikes were observed to be83

sustained, for the grinding conditions employed in this research. Secondly, for84

a given sensor location, the amplifier gain need be low enough to ensure that85

the raw AE signal is not saturated at any time, so as to preclude any signal86

distortion from masking the spikes.87

3.1 Analysis of RMS AE signal88

During the initial phase of this work, measurements conducted using a tactile89

instrument to characterize the form and surface roughness indicated no sig-90

nificant local deviations in the vicinity of the workpiece entry and exit edges,91

corresponding to the spike locations. Subsequent work focused on burr forma-92

tion that tends to manifest particularly at workpiece edges, with a view to93

investigating a possible link.94

Preliminary up-grinding tests indicated evidence to this end in that both burr95

formation and the magnitude of the spikes at the exit edge were found to96

gradually attenuate with each grinding pass, following the first pass during97

which both burr formation and the spike height were comparatively signifi-98

cant. Deburring of the workpiece in between passes was further observed to99

stimulate burr formation in the subsequent grinding pass and concomitantly100

manifest a corresponding increment in the spike height.101

Considering the disparity known to exist in the formation of burrs at the en-102

try and exit edges, the effect of grinding direction was hence investigated, the103

results of which are shown in Fig. 2. Entry and exit as stated here relate to104

the workpiece, and refer to its engagement and disengagement with the wheel,105

respectively. The feature of particular note in Fig. 2 is the magnitude of the106

spike, in general, being relatively higher at the exit edge in up-grinding and107

at the entry edge in down-grinding. This may be deemed to be a consequence108

of exit and entry burrs being significant in up-grinding and down-grinding,109

respectively, as reported in [8]. As shown schematically in the figure, the pro-110

cess kinematic in up-grinding tends to deform the material into the workpiece111

at the entry edge inhibiting burr formation therein, while promoting its flow112

away from the workpiece at the exit edge, resulting in significant exit burrs.113

The converse holds true for down-grinding.114
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Fig. 2. Effect of grinding direction on entry and exit spikes.

Pursuing this lead, the effect of workpiece wedge angle Θ was examined115

(Fig. 3), in consideration of its profound influence on burr formation. Among116

the angles investigated, the spikes were the most prominent for Θ = 45◦, which117

corresponded to significant burr formation as well, as also noted in [8,9]. For118

the case of up-grinding, the entry and exit spikes appear to be of compara-119

ble magnitude for this wedge angle, as the AE signal was strong enough to120

have saturated the pre-amplifier; this is however of little consequence in this121

particular instance, as the intent was to investigate the relative spike heights122

with reference to workpiece geometry. The spike height can be seen to dimin-123

ish dramatically as the wedge angle is increased to 135◦ and 175◦, in both of124

which cases there were no burrs. In contrast, the 45◦ wedge angle workpiece125

rotated about its axis onto its side, so as to gradually engage and disengage126

the wheel across its width developed a sizeable burr, but with essentially no127

spikes.128

Fig. 3. Effect of workpiece edge geometry on spikes and burrs.
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The existence of all the four possible combinations of the incidence of burrs129

and spikes (see Fig. 3) implies that their underlying mechanisms could operate130

independently. For a small workpiece wedge angle, as in when Θ = 45◦, burr131

formation is markedly enhanced due to the reduction in the rigidity of the132

edge, and the elevated temperature therein due to heat conduction being im-133

peded by the relative lack of surrounding bulk material that would have acted134

as a heat sink [9]. In the case of the 45◦ workpiece rotated about its axis,135

the absence of spike formation hints at the potential effect of the dynamic136

response of the grinding system, considering that the engagement as well as137

the disengagement of the workpiece with the wheel is gradual, in comparison138

to the other three edge geometries. These aspects will be revisited in detail139

in the next subsection, which delves on the frequency content of the raw AE140

signal.141

Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, the spikes can be seen to typically last several tens142

of ms, which is an order of magnitude longer than the times corresponding143

to the related burr lengths measured. This further confirmed that there was144

more to the spikes than just burr formation. Such extended durations moreover145

indicated the spikes to be basically unrelated to the burst signals from incipient146

engagement of the workpiece by the grits that protrude the most, as such147

features usually span just a few ms [6].148

Observing the apparent decrease in the nominal spike duration with increas-149

ing wedge angle (Fig. 3), it transpired that the duration may be related to150

the wheel-work contact length. Tests were hence run to investigate this sys-151

tematically by varying the depth of cut ae on a workpiece with a 90◦ wedge152

angle. In order to objectively determine the spike duration in the RMS AE153

signal (say Fig. 4a), the corresponding instantaneous temporal slope was com-154

puted (Fig. 4b); the duration of the spike was obtained therefrom, as the time155

elapsed between the initiation of the spike and the second zero crossing in156

the slope characteristic, noting that the first zero crossing corresponds to the157

maximum spike amplitude.158

Fig. 4. Calculation of spike duration.
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Fig. 5 presents the contact length estimated as the product of the spike du-159

ration and the table feed rate. Superposing these results on multiples of the160

geometric contact length lg approximated as
√
aeds where ds is the wheel di-161

ameter, it is evident that the estimated length, which is about 3lg at the lower162

end of the depth of cut approaches 2lg at the higher end. This is in exact con-163

formance with the knowledge [10,11] that the actual nominal contact length164

in grinding is typically 2 to 3 times the geometric contact length due to elastic165

deformation in the contact zone [12], and that the ratio decreases with an166

increase in the depth of cut [13]. The values are as well in agreement with [11]167

that the difference in contact length between up- and down-grinding is on the168

same order as the inherent variability.169

A comparison of the data in Fig. 5 with that of experimental values in Fig. 6170

reported by Mao et al. [14] in the grinding of cast iron using a vitrified wheel171

for wheel and table speeds in the range of 20–30 m/s and 20–100 mm/s does172

indeed validate the application the RMS AE signal in estimating the actual173

contact length. Additional confirmatory tests showed an increase in contact174

length with table feed rate at a set depth of cut as is to be expected [10], on175

account of larger deformations associated with the higher grinding forces.176

That the RMS AE signal presents a simple and novel method for estimating177

the actual contact length is of much practical significance, considering that178

its measurement by conventional techniques such as those that involve ther-179

mocouples are rather cumbersome and destructive. Knowledge of the actual180

contact length is invaluable in the prediction of grinding temperatures, as181

computations that refer to the geometric length instead return temperatures182

that are substantially in excess of the actual values.183

It may be noted that the contact length estimated thus refers to the chordal184

distance parallel to the table feed direction, which is a reasonable approxi-185

mation only at low depths of cut. Furthermore, the values would be higher if186

the workpiece wedge angle is less than 90◦ and vice versa. Spike durations are187

further influenced [15] by the integration time constant: for the value of 1.2 ms188

Fig. 5. Contact length estimated from spike duration.
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Fig. 6. Experimentally measured contact length (adapted from [14]).

used in this work, a sensitivity analysis showed the spike duration estimated189

from the RMS AE signal to be accurate to within less than 10% of the corre-190

sponding duration in the raw AE response. The AE signal is also preferably191

acquired directly on the workpiece, to minimise errors associated with possible192

reflections at any interfaces in the measurement chain, which tend to dilate193

the spikes in the RMS AE characteristic [15].194

In order to understand the spikes appearing just at the entry/exit edges, the195

frequency content of the raw AE signal was investigated next to identify any196

differences in the spectral composition of the transient spikes relative to the197

continuous region sandwiched in between.198

3.2 Analysis of raw AE signal199

Figs. 7a, 7b and 7c show the frequency spectrum of the raw AE signal referring200

to the entry, continuous and exit regions, respectively. In all three regions, the201

signals comprise peaks clustered around about 85, 150 and 250 kHz, with little202

content beyond 400 kHz. Figs. 7d, 7e and 7f are the corresponding spectra203

with the only difference that the coolant flow was suspended to intentionally204

induce grinding burn. Examination of these spectra points to grinding burn205

having spurred an all around increase in AE activity, as has been reported206

in [2,6]. More specifically, closer inspection of Figs. 7b and 7e referring to the207

continuous region indicates grinding burn to have manifested prominent peaks208

in the vicinity of 150 kHz as exemplified in the corresponding figure insets,209

which signifies this band to refer to thermal damage.210

To further confirm this hypothesis, an experiment was conducted to study211

the effect of juxtaposing a sacrificial workpiece to facilitate coolant ingress212

into the wheel-work interface during wet grinding, on this frequency range.213

To circumvent transient effects, AE was measured at a location 10 mm from214

the workpiece edge that is outside of the entry region, such that AE at this215

location is continuous. This experiment indicated a significant decrease in the216
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Fig. 7. Comparison of frequency content of the raw AE signal.

frequency content around 150 kHz on introduction of a sacrificial workpiece217

(Fig. 8b) compared to the one without (Fig. 8a), which conclusively indicated218

this band to refer to thermal effects.219

That the 150 kHz band is prominent at the entry/exit edges (Figs. 7a and220

7c, in contrast to Fig. 7b) even under conditions of no grinding burn suggests221

local thermal damage at the edges, conceivably due to the lack of sufficient222

Fig. 8. Effect of a sacrificial workpiece on the AE frequency range referring to

thermal effects.
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material at the wedge to function as a heat sink. Such an effect has been found223

[16] to elevate the transient surface temperatures at the edges to above the224

steady-state values, which can be high enough to bring about localized thermal225

alteration of the material [9]. Thermal damage at the wedge is however not226

apparent on the generated surface as it is confined within the depth of material227

that is subsequently removed in the same grinding pass.228

Fig. 9 shows the effect of edge angle on the contributions to the RMS AE signal229

from the 75–95 kHz and 140–160 kHz frequency bands. The amplitude of the230

spikes referring to thermal damage (140–160 kHz) can be seen to decrease as231

the edge angle is increased from 45◦ to 135◦, evidently due to the additional232

material available at the workpiece wedge towards enhancing heat conduction.233

AE around 100 kHz has been reported to refer to the dynamic response of234

the system in investigations relating to grinding [17] and broaching [5]. Along235

these lines, the amplitude of the spikes referring to the 75-95 kHz band, can236

also be seen in Fig. 9 to progressively decrease with an enhancement in the237

rigidity associated with the increase in the wedge angle from 45◦ to 135◦, with238

it rendered largely non-existent for the 45◦ workpiece rotated about its axis so239

as to gradually engage the wheel. This validates the notion that the 75–95 kHz240

band refers to the dynamic system response, in terms of the transient mechan-241

ical loading and unloading associated with the engagement and disengagement242

of the work with the wheel.243

In the signals shown in Fig. 9, the thermal and dynamic effects occur con-244

currently. In order to resolve and authenticate these effects, an experiment245

was designed to involve two workpiece geometric configurations. In the first246

case, a groove of width 1 mm and a depth of 0.5 mm was pre-machined into247

the workpiece (Fig. 10a), while the second case entailed two workpieces that248

were physically separated by the same width of 1 mm (Fig. 10b). As the gap249

of 1 mm is smaller than the actual contact length (>3 mm), the RMS AE250

Fig. 9. Effect of workpiece wedge angle on filtered RMS AE.
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Fig. 10. Filtered RMS AE for different workpiece configurations.

signals exhibit a single peak that consolidates the contributions from the two251

edges. Given that the 1 mm gap is the same in both cases, the associated252

damping is largely the same as the wheel passes over and across the gap; the253

thermal damage, on the other hand, may be expected to be higher in the254

second case (Fig. 10b) as there is relatively less bulk material at the edges255

to absorb and conduct the heat. A comparison of the contributions from the256

dynamic (75–95 kHz) and thermal (140–160 kHz) components indicates this257

to be precisely the case (Fig. 10), as the latter entails an increase in the peak258

amplitude by a factor of 3.25, which is notably higher than the factor of 1.25259

in the former.260

Referring back to Fig. 9, the shape of the peaks in the signals referring to261

thermal damage (140–160 kHz) at entry is consistent with the enhanced heat262

transfer commensurate with the wheel progressively establishing contact with263

the workpiece over the actual contact length. The converse of this phenomenon264

occurs at the exit side as the wheel gradually loses contact with the workpiece265

and ultimately disengages. Such symmetric nature of the spikes between entry266

and exit indicates the settling characteristic of the AE sensor to have been of267

no influence. Similarly, the peaks in the signal referring to the system dynamics268

(75–95 kHz) at the entry and exit may be explicated in terms of the respective269

increase and decrease in the damping developed at the wheel-work interface,270

given that the level of damping is proportional to the wheel-work contact271

length [18]. This is essentially the same mechanism behind the decrease in the272

amplitude of the RMS AE signal with the progression of tool flank wear in273

cutting [2].274

The discussions thus far have focussed on the 75–95 kHz and 140–160 kHz275

frequency bands. A comparison of the RMS AE characteristics of the third276

dominant frequency band in the range of 240–260 kHz (see Fig. 7) with that277
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Fig. 11. Comparison of dominant frequency bands.

of the other two (shown vertically displaced for clarity in Fig. 11), shows278

the 140 – 160 kHz and 240–260 kHz bands to comprise features that closely279

resemble each other, while the 75–95 kHz band is noticeably dissimilar. This280

denotes the former two bands to be of thermal origin, which concurs with281

[17,19–21] that thermal effects in grinding generate AE at frequencies higher282

than 100 kHz.283

4 Conclusions284

The spikes in the AE signal that correspond to the workpiece entry and exit285

have been investigated with regard to both the RMS and raw AE signals, in the286

surface grinding of hardened high speed steel. Burr formation was found to be287

only weakly correlated to the spike occurrence. For a workpiece with a wedge288

angle of 90◦, the length associated with the duration over which the spikes289

are sustained has been shown to correspond to the actual wheel-work contact290

length in grinding. This presents the prospect for a simple and non-destructive291

test method, which is of great significance, for instance, in the estimation of292

grinding temperatures. Additional experimental work is warranted to validate293

the proposed technique against conventional ones.294

An investigation of the effect of the workpiece wedge angle has indicated the295

transient spikes at the entry and exit to be a consequence of the wheel es-296

tablishing and losing contact with the work over the actual contact length,297

in terms of heat conduction and damping, which are shown to be reflected in298

characteristic frequency bands of the AE signal. This underlines the significant299

potential for further expanding the scope of AE as a tool for detecting grind-300

ing damage in a wide range of workpiece materials, and for characterizing the301

dynamic response of a grinding system.302
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